46th Annual Fairmount Art Exhibition

Exhibiting Artists and Prizes

Best of Show, Graphics -- Nancy Lick - Jane

3D, 1st -- Doug Daugherty - Flower Burst

3D, 2nd -- Nancy Nelson-Brotz - Neath the Black, the Sky Looks Dead

3D, HM -- Tom Baldwin - Emeralds in a Early Spring Wind

3D, HM -- Annie Becker - Midas the Tailpipe Dragon

3D, HM -- Doug Daugherty - Celebration

3D, HM -- Linda Nickman - A P’odd Family

3D, HM -- Joanne Umansky - What Mother Nature Wants

3D, HM -- Lucinda A. Wozniak - Celtic Horses

3D -- Annie Becker - Fannie Makes a New Friend

3D -- David Bunkin - Warrior Eagle Club

3D -- Lucy Cooley - Say Their Names

3D -- Dave DeFrench - Eagle Head with Wood Base

3D -- Laura Georgevich - Dorothy

3D -- Cheryl Glubish-Brickman - Ukrainian Woman My Heritage

3D -- Howard P. Kasdan - Maple Platter

3D -- Paris S. Lee - Sugar Pink Moon

3D -- Beth Lewin - Abstract
3D -- Dennis Martin - Blue Nouveau
3D -- Annie Peters - Vine Vessel
3D -- Sandra J. Philipson - Times Long Past My Mother’s Button Box
3D -- Cheryl Rothstein - Pompous Pinch Pot
3D -- John Sabath - 4 Corners
3D -- Barbara Townsend - Blue Moon
3D -- Joanne Umansky - Untitled
3D -- Vicki Vesel - Blue Bird
3D -- Sarah Wiseley - Heart Center
3D -- Sarah Wiseley - Serenity
3D -- Lucinda A. Wozniak - Angel Unaware
3D -- Lucinda A. Wozniak - Nightmare
Fiber, 1st -- Bonnie S. Borer - Home in the Ledges
Fiber, 2nd -- Diane Taninecz - Untitled 2
Fiber, HM -- Deb Berkebile - The Painted Desert
Fiber, HM -- Diane K. Bird - Desert Rust
Fiber, HM -- Myrya Johnson - Shauntae
Fiber, HM -- Myrya Johnson - Ladies
Fiber, HM -- Abigail Johnson - Silence of the Lambs
Fiber, HM -- Willa Schrlau - Cucurbita Pepo
Fiber, HM -- Barbara Townsend - Selfie
Fiber -- Deb Berkebile - Hishaki-Nui #1
Fiber -- Diane K. Bird - 137 Bullets
Fiber -- Stacey Coffee - Khalid
Fiber -- Felice B. Dahlhausen - Finding The Way Out
Fiber -- Felice B. Dahlhausen - Shoreline
Fiber -- Barbara Freeman Eady - David Trader
Fiber -- Susan Griffin - Six Leaves
Fiber -- Jeanette Ho - Pulp Bodice
Fiber -- Jane Huffman Herbst - It Isn't a Rag if . . .
Fiber -- Lisa Into - Andrea's Sky
Fiber -- Lisa Into - Fallen Leaves
Fiber -- Sandra Istok - A Weave Down Memory Lane
Fiber -- Myrya Johnson - Shaman
Fiber -- Elizabeth Onusko - Untitled 3
Fiber -- Mary Ann Tipple - 23 and Everyone Else
Fiber -- Barbara Townsend - I'll Never Let You Down
Fiber -- Terra Turner - Ms. Crystal
Fiber -- Nelly Vileikis - Outside the Lines
Graphics, 1st -- Dennis Mastrangelo - Black and Gray
Graphics, 2nd -- Bernadette Russ - In Full Bloom
Graphics, HM -- Debrah Butler - Prince Among Princes
Graphics, HM -- Debrah Butler - "Communion, Anyone?"
Graphics, HM -- Marcy Hayes - Rainbow River
Graphics, HM -- Kim Jones - Tulips
Graphics, HM -- Kim Jones - Cheetah
Graphics, HM -- Lynn Kleinman - Summertime, Summertime
Graphics, HM -- Simone Lindsay - Ocean Waves
Graphics, HM -- Andrea Mulligan - Untitled
Graphics, HM -- Tracy Parsons - Winter Wood
Graphics, HM -- Yan Wang - Yuan Yang
Graphics, HM -- Paula Zinsmeister - Green Veil
Graphics -- Cynthia Brewster - Janae
Graphics -- Cynthia Brewster - Nathan
Graphics -- Cynthia Brewster - Thoughts on Drawings
Graphics -- Debrah Butler - Silence
Graphics -- Paula DeMattia - Eastern Yellow Robin
Graphics -- Laura Georgevich - Freedom
Graphics -- Cheryl Glubish-Brickman - The Dream
Graphics -- Kaitlyn Kirchmeir - Black Jack
Graphics -- Lynn Kleinman - . . . not with a bang . . .
Graphics -- Ricky Lewin - Feeding Time
Graphics -- Simone Lindsay - Lustrous Trees
Graphics -- Dennis Mastrangelo - Out My Window
Graphics -- Dennis Mastrangelo - Inside Out
Graphics -- Andrea Mulligan - JWST
Graphics -- Tracy Parsons - Rocky Mountain Solitude

Graphics -- Jack St. John - Lynne

Graphics -- Jack St. John - Key Jo

Graphics -- Christine Wallis - Power

Graphics -- Rem Wransky - Histology Slide of a Broken Heart

Graphics -- Rem Wransky - Geometric Sunset

Graphics -- Paula Zinsmeister - Ferns & Flowers

Graphics -- Paula Zinsmeister - Whirlwind

Painting, 1st -- Michael Donner Dlugolecki - The Diver

Painting, 2nd -- Robert Pierson - Sentimental Friends

Painting, HM -- Francis Demaske - Vail, Colorado, Sherbet Mountains

Painting, HM -- Francis Demaske - St. Theodosius - Tremont, OH

Painting, HM -- Lisa Eastman - Afterglow

Painting, HM -- Amy Johnson - Here's Looking at You

Painting, HM -- Tricia Kaman - Hydrangia Symphony

Painting, HM -- Nancy Lick - Mei

Painting, HM -- Brittany Selfe Paynter - Salt & Light I - Atacama

Painting, HM -- Brittany Selfe Paynter - Salt & Light II - Atacama

Painting, HM -- A.D. Peters - It's Only A Paper Moon

Painting, HM -- Rita Schuenemann - Farmers Market Beets, Fennel & Chard

Painting, HM -- Joe Stavec - One Could Often Find Them Here

Painting -- Richard Agnes - After a Rainy Day
Painting -- Kat L. Amsel - Storm Within

Painting -- Yodit Barr - After the Journey

Painting -- Barbara Bergsten - Technicolor Recall #7

Painting -- John (Giovanni) E. Bocchieri - Imperial Robe

Painting -- John (Giovanni) E. Bocchieri - Order Out of Chaos

Painting -- Debra S. Bream - All Dressed Up

Painting -- Debra S. Bream - Polka Time

Painting -- Deborah S. Cole - Keyhole Ledges

Painting -- Julie Cook - Kaleidoscope (Hanging Display)

Painting -- Rob Crombie - Evening Walk

Painting -- Michael Donner Dlugolecki - Green Apple

Painting -- Ann Dumont - Reading the Old Fashioned Way

Painting -- Lisa Eastman - River Reflections

Painting -- Phyllis Estis - Hanging Out in Mexico

Painting -- Samuel J. Francazio - Marsh with Cattails

Painting -- Patrick Funke - "Lucifer Falls" Ithaca, NY

Painting -- Karen Galloway - To The River

Painting -- Debbi L. Homola - Another Beautiful Day

Painting -- Sue Hood - Queen's Crown

Painting -- Pat Ingram - Bridges 1

Painting -- Tom Jackson - Buda Booth Trio

Painting -- Brain Jacobs - Landscape 1
Painting -- Tricia Kaman - At The Easel
Painting -- Tricia Kaman - Harlequin Design
Painting -- Wally Kaplan - Weight of the World
Painting -- Carol Medhurst - Scottish Dude
Painting -- Nancy Minter - Remains of the Day
Painting -- Susan M. Nelson - Gone For The Season
Painting -- Daria Nosova - Pink Sunset
Painting -- Daria Nosova - After Rain
Painting -- Susan O'Connor - The Deep Lagoon
Painting -- Robin Anne Payne - As Above So Below
Painting -- A.D. Peters - Reflections
Painting -- Robert Pierson - Indy Cars
Painting -- Suzanne Regan - October Skies
Painting -- Suzanne Regan - Magnolia Blossoms
Painting -- Suzanne Regan - Outer Banks Sunrise
Painting -- Marilyn Shaker - Sunflowers in Elegance
Painting -- Marilyn Shaker - Turbulent Tides
Painting -- Martha M. Shiverick - America's Favorite Pastime
Painting -- Kathy Simone - Eventide
Painting -- Kathy Simone - Big Ass Squash
Painting -- Lorraine A. Stringer - Iris
Painting -- Kira Weber - Mike & Ernie
Painting -- Michael Wetmore - Mercury

Photography, 1st -- Bob Herbst - Forgotten Locomotive

Photography, 2nd -- Stuart Pearl - Shop Window at Sloss

Photography, HM -- Bob Herbst - Corrigal Hearth

Photography, HM -- Beverly Rose Joyce - Ashtabula Bridge

Photography, HM -- Marta Kirsch - A Departure

Photography, HM -- Jean Sycle Martin - Porch Rail Shadows

Photography, HM -- Tom Millward - Walk in the Park

Photography, HM -- Susan Onysko - The Six

Photography, HM -- Matt Pallante - Tree Trunk

Photography, HM -- Bill Pappas - Autumn's Child

Photography -- Janet Dodrill - Wonder

Photography -- Bridgett Emerson - Le Rêve Rouge

Photography -- Matthew D. Healy - Single Negative

Photography -- Bob Herbst - Torpedo Ladle Car

Photography -- Beverly Rose Joyce - Upstairs

Photography -- Lynn Katz Danzig - Free

Photography -- Jean Sycle Martin - Cleveland Bricks

Photography -- Wayne Mazorow - Aspen Grove, Autumn

Photography -- Wayne Mazorow - Gray Birch, Winter

Photography -- Tom Millward - Mule Team Wagon

Photography -- Matt Pallante - Hocking Hills
Photography -- Stuart Pearl - Beware of Clowns

Photography -- Joseph Polevoi - Nature's Beauty

Photography -- Joseph Polevoi - Morning Light

Photography -- Mark Simone - Where's The White House

Photography -- Jane Small - Tulips

Photography -- Jane Small - Roses

Photography -- Jane Sydney - Cecilia's Garden

Watercolor, 1st -- Melissa Harris - Sherri

Watercolor, 2nd -- Barbara Lipnicki - Chautauqua Belle

Watercolor, HM -- Micki Ansberry - Marsh Iris

Watercolor, HM -- Micki Ansberry - Autumn Estuary

Watercolor, HM -- Melissa Harris - Sulpher Springs in Field

Watercolor, HM -- Pat Ingram - Looking From the Bridge

Watercolor, HM -- Susan Karp - Time for Reflection

Watercolor, HM -- Susan Karp - Sunday Morning

Watercolor, HM -- Kaitlyn Kirchmeir - Leftovers Pt. II

Watercolor, HM -- Barbara Lipnicki - Trillium

Watercolor, HM -- Paula Reed St. John - Seneca Rocks

Watercolor -- Micki Ansberry - Springtime Wander

Watercolor -- Nanette Barrett - Summer Picnic #2

Watercolor -- Melissa Harris - Beaver Marsh

Watercolor -- Ellen Howard - Figure with Black Drape
Watercolor -- John Martin - Looking Up

Watercolor -- Dale Olson - Adjusting the Sails

Watercolor -- Dale Olson - Maui Memory

Watercolor -- Stephanie Sabath - Ridley's World

Watercolor -- Paula Reed St. John - Wet April

Watercolor -- Elias Traboulsi - Solitaires

Watercolor -- Stephanie Sabath - Gulligan's Island

Juror -- Will Grimm - Pieces of Me in 2020

Juror -- G.M. Donley - Rooms to Let #1

Juror -- Carlene Holtz - Eye on the Sparrow